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ABSTRACT
Link detection is a special case of focused retrieval where
potential links between documents have to be detected au-
tomatically. The use case, as studied at INEX’s Link the
Wiki track, is that of a new, orphaned page (here, a struc-
tured XML document) for which we need to detect relevant
incoming and outgoing links to other pages (here, the INEX
Wikipedia collection). We focus on outgoing links and in-
vestigate link density, and especially repeated occurrences
of links with the same anchor text and destination.

We provide an extensive analysis of link density and rep-
etition, and look at parameters like the document’s length,
the distance between anchor text occurrences, and the fre-
quency of the anchor text within an article. We also conduct
experiments trying to determine what should be done with
links that are repeated. We describe alternative approaches
and compare them against two baselines: the first baseline
is to link only once, and the second is to link all candidates.
The performance is measured with precision and recall in
terms of the total set of discovered links. Our main find-
ing is that, although the overall impact of link repetition
is modest, performance can increase by taking a informed
approach to link repetition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information Retrieval methods have been employed to au-

tomatically construct hypertext on the Web [1, 2, 6], as well
for specifically discovering missing links in Wikipedia [4, 3].
These missing links are added manually by users, as well
as automatically with scripts. We focus on automatic link-
detection. The purpose of detecting missing links is to make
navigation within and between pages easier.

To automatically detect whether two nodes, such as two
XML files, are implicitly connected, it is necessary to search
for some text segments that both nodes share, either explic-
itly or semantically. Often it is only one specific and extract
string [1]. With whole documents, hyperlinks can be gen-
erated on the file level. With semi-structured documents,
such as HTML or more structured documents in XML, one
can deeplink by generating hyperlinks on the element level
using the structure of the document.

In Wikipedia [14], excessive links make a Wikipedia arti-
cle difficult to read. Good links in Wikipedia are relevant to
the context. A whole document gets more context by adding
more links, as extra information is added. However, there is
the problem of link density in structured XML documents,
such as the INEX Wikipedia collection consisting of 660,000
English Wikipedia articles in XML. On the one hand, we
may decide to link only once per article to a given destina-
tion page. On the other hand, we may decide to link every
time that the opportunity presents itself. The issue of link
repetition is directly related to link density.

A rule of thumb used at Wikipedia is to “aim for a consis-
tent link density”and“not to link eight words in one sentence
and then none in the rest of the article.”1 To further quote
the style guideline of Wikipedia:

For general interest articles, where the links are
of the “see also” or “for more information” type,
it may be better to not link in the summary, de-
ferring the link until the term is defined later
in the article. Numerous links in the summary
of an article may cause users to jump elsewhere
rather than read the whole summary. For tech-
nical articles, where terms in the summary may
be uncommon or unusual, and linking is neces-
sary to facilitate understanding, it is permissible
and may even be necessary to have a high link
density in the introduction.

1Wikipedia:Only make links that are relevant to the
context, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:
Only_make_links_that_are_relevant_to_the_context



Specifically, Wikipedia’s manual style of links offers hints
about repeated links.2 The issue of overlinking is addressed
in this quote:

A link for any single term is excessively repeated
in the same article, as in the example of overlink-
ing that follows: ”Excessive” is more than once
for the same term, in a line or a paragraph, be-
cause in this case one or more duplicate links
will almost certainly appear needlessly on the
viewer’s screen.

However, the inverse could also be true when one anchor
term is not linked enough. Anchor terms that are more
important should be linked more often. The same Wikipedia
manual reads:

Good places for link duplication are often the
first time the term occurs in each article subsec-
tion. Thus, if an important technical term ap-
pears many times in a long article, but is only
linked once at the very beginning of the article,
it may actually be underlinked. Indeed, read-
ers who jump directly to a subsection of interest
must still be able to find a link.

It has already been pointed out in [7] that the amount
of hypertext matters: if you give someone ‘too much’ hy-
pertext, they will become lost; if you give them ‘too little’,
they will not even be able to get started. The former is
also called overlinking, while the latter is called underlink-
ing. Both cases are seen as poor link structure. Further-
more, automatic or semi-automatic constructed hypertexts
with information retrieval techniques can be difficult to use,
causing user disorientation and cognitive overload [1].

These guidelines and manual are used for adding manual
links in Wikipedia. This leads to our research questions:

• Does link repetition occur, and how often?

• How can we predict when to link in a XML document?

• Will link detection in XML documents improve by tak-
ing into account repetitions of links?

The issue link repetition and link density in automatic
link detection, especially in XML documents like the INEX
Wikipedia collection, is still a conundrum, which we try to
address in this paper. The remainder of this paper is struc-
tured as follow: we start by embedding our work with related
literature in Section 2, then we discuss our experimental
setup in Section 3, the results are evaluated and presented
in Section 4, and finally we conclude with our conclusion of
our research question in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 World Wide Web
On the World Wide Web, automatic hyperlink tools are

already available. In [1] an overview of different approaches
is given of information retrieval techniques for the automatic
construction of hypertext. The idea of global and local sim-
ilarity is outlined, where the former is related to the whole

2Wikipedia:Manual of Style (links), http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style_(links)

document, and the latter to text segments in a document.
There is a strict correlation between both, and the local sim-
ilarity is more orientated towards precision to refine results
later. Another distinction that was made was between first-
order hypertexts which are added by the document author,
and second-order hypertexts which are automatically added.

Entirely automatic methods for building second-order hy-
pertext using Information Retrieval (IR) and inspired by re-
lationship visualization techniques and graph simplification
is presented in [2]. It is pointed out that document linking
is based upon information retrieval similarity measures with
adjustable levels of strictness. Using no significant natural
language processing, and standard IR indexing techniques,
inter-document links can be located and described. The idea
of linking using structure is also addressed, like creating a
link between parts of a document that are most similar.

A survey of the actual use of hyperlink analysis in web
search engine ranking like Google’s PageRank and other ap-
plications is given in [6]. Such other applications are crawl-
ing for high quality pages, search-by-example, computing
the reputation of websites, finding “web communities”, web-
sites related to same or related topics, and web page cate-
gorization. The importance of link evidence for improving
the ranking in ad-hoc retrieval using the INEX Wikipedia
collection is shown in [11]. These research directions are
related to the research in this paper, although our desired
result is to improve the quality of automatic link detection
for user navigation and serendipitous information seeking in
the Wikipedia.

2.2 Link-detection in Wikipedia
For Wikipedia, automatic link construction tools are also

available such as the link suggesting tool developed by [9]. In
[4] a 2-step approach is presented to automatically discover
missing hyperlinks in Wikipedia using the link structure.
They compute a cluster a highly similar articles around a
given article, and then they identify candidate links from
those similar articles that might be missing on that given
article. The clusters are computed by using co-citation, i.e.
two articles are similar if they are co-cited by a third one.

Since 2007 is there a specific link-detection task at INEX
called Link-the-Wiki (LTW). This task basically consists of
two sub-tasks: detecting incoming links (from destination to
source) and outgoing links (from source to destination).

An approach based on the content of an article is pre-
sented in [3], where the whole article is used as a query
against the index using the Vector Space Model (VSM). The
influence of setting different thresholds for the pool of re-
lated articles, and the effect of title matching was checked
by measuring the performance using standard IR measures
as Mean Average Precision (MAP).

In [5] the incoming links were detected by running a NEXI
query [13] with the name nodes (titles) of the topics, or
//article[about(.,name)]. For detecting outgoing links, all
the titles in the collection were stored in an in-memory hash-
table and looked up, where the window size varied from 8
words down to 1 word, and included stop words.

A different LTW approach is presented in [8], where the
authors detect links by storing an anchor text a if it has a
certain ratio and looking it up again during the link detec-
tion process. That ratio γ is the ratio between the number
of articles that has a link from anchor a to a file d, and the
number of files in which the anchor text a occurs only once.



Using this ratio, highly relevant anchor texts can simply be
looked up.

The approach adopted in [10] identified terms within the
document that were over represented and from the top few
generated queries of different lengths. Potentially relevant
documents were identified by retrieving and ranking them
in BM25/Okapi, where these terms were used as query.

Since the LTW track in 2007 only evaluated unique article-
to-article links, the repetitions of links has not been taken
into account by this previous and related research. So there
was only focus on what to link, but not when and how often.
We investigate mainly the latter two directions in this paper.
The main challenge of automatic link detection is the actual
detection of anchor terms, i.e. substrings that should be
made clickable. Once these anchors have been found, IR
technologies take over with finding and ranking the most
plausible destinations.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We start by analyzing the 90 existing topics (qrels) that

were used at the INEX LTW track by looking at the types of
links, repetition of links, and the article length. We continue
by defining parameters that could possibly have impact on
the detection of repeated links. Finally, we present our link
detection approach, and the baselines that we used for our
experiments.

3.1 Topics Analysis

3.1.1 Types of links
There are several types of links in the topics. These links

have been implemented in the Wikipedia collection using
XLink. An overview of the occurrence of these types of links
in the un-orphaned (original) topics is presented in Table 1.
The top 8 most frequent anchor terms on both the collection
and file level are presented in Table 2 and 3.

All topics Link in article
Type Uniq Total 1× Max
<collectionlink> 5,786 8,868 5,781 15
<unknownlink> 1,308 1,458 1,271 7
<outsidelink> 807 851 778 5
<imagelink> 197 212 197 15
<languagelink> 79 1,147 1,147 1
<wikipedialink> 59 60 58 1
<weblink> 27 28 26 2
Total 8,263 12,624 9,232 -

Table 1: Statistics of the types of Links in the 90
un-orphaned LTW articles on the file level

For example, if we regard all the links as one distribution,
then the <languagelink> has 79 different types (appearing
once), but the same types are used 1,147 times, of which the
single link <languagelink lang="de"> is used as often as
66 times, which means the same language links are reused
in the articles. When we look at each file separately, then a
language link appears only once in a file.

In the INEX Wikipedia collection, there three type of links
which are used for link detection at the LTW task: <col-

lectionlink>, <wikipedialink>, and <unknownlink>. The
<collectionlink> comprises of the bulk of the links in the
orphaned articles (70.0%). When looking on a global level

Freq. Anchor term Target file
51 “2004” 35524.xml
48 “United States” 31882.xml
40 “2005” 35984.xml
21 “France” 10581.xml
21 “United Kingdom” 31717.xml
18 “2003” 36163.xml
17 “2001” 34551.xml
16 “Japan” 15573.xml

Table 2: Frequency of top 8 anchor terms on collec-
tion level.

Freq. Anchor term In topic Target file
15 “Florida” 150340.xml 10829.xml
12 “Miami Beach” 150340.xml 109449.xml
12 “2004” 1092923.xml 35524.xml
10 “California” 150340.xml 5407.xml
9 “2005” 1092923.xml 35984.xml
9 “USA” 150340.xml 31882.xml
9 “2004” 2542756.xml 35524.xml
8 “Long Beach” 150340.xml 94240.xml

Table 3: Frequency of top 8 anchor terms on file
level.

at all orphaned articles, then there are 5,786 unique types
of collection links, out of the total of 8,868. The number
of collection links that only occurs once is 4,275, which is
73.9% of the different types of collection links, and 48.2%
out of all collection links.

3.1.2 Link repetition
However, not every type of collection link appears once.

The collection link to article 35524.xml is occurring most
often on the collection level: 51 times, but it surprisingly
does not to exist in the 2007 INEX collection that we used.
We observe that many links that re-occur are named entities
of years and geographical names like that of countries. Table
3 shows that over 3,000 of in total 8,868 links are links that
are repeated. This is a substantial amount. On average,
there are 98.5 outgoing collection links per topic, of which
64.3 per topic are unique, thus occurring once.

Many of the same types of links on a global level are reused
in the files, such as links referring to years and dates which
are almost always linked. Supporting evidence is given in
Table 2. Moreover, 5,781 of the 8,868 collection links appear
only once (65.2%) when looking on the file level, see Table 1,
an outlier is the collection link 10829.xml (“Florida”), which
is occurring 15 times in the topic 150340.xml (“Miss Uni-
verse”). The reason is that the topic “Miss Universe” has
a very high link density, and the anchor term “Florida” oc-
curs in total 15 times in the file, and thus is linked in all
instances. A distribution plot is depicted for all link (re-
)occurences in Figure 1. Most of the links occur only once,
however, a substantial subset re-occurs.

3.1.3 Links in relation to article length
We observed that the link density in Wikipedia articles is

mostly consistent and dependent on the length of an article.
The length of an article is calculated by discarding all the
XML structure, so we only obtain the cumulative length of
all the text nodes in a file.

We found that there is a significant strong positive rela-
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Figure 1: Distribution of all link frequencies

tionship between the length of a Wikipedia article (excluding
structure) and the number of links appearing in that arti-
cle (Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.78 at p < 0.01, or
Spearman’s rho = 0.85 at p < 0.01), i.e. longer articles have
more links than shorter articles, see Figure 2. Moreover, the
average length of an anchor text is 12.3 characters, only 62
(0.7%) collection links are 3 characters or shorter.
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Figure 2: Strong positive correlation between article
length and number of links.

The link density can be measured simply using a ratio,

Link density ratio =
total links

article length
(1)

A distribution of the occurrences of the different types of
links is presented in Figure 1 and an overview of the length
distribution of the articles is given in Figure 3. We see in
Figure 4 that the majority of the topics have a similar link
density.
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Figure 3: Distribution of article length of 90 topics
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Figure 4: Distribution of link density ratios of 90
topics

3.1.4 Variables
In our experiments we check what the effect is of using

2 dependent variables, namely (1) “anchor distance” and (2)
the number of “repeated candidate links”, on the link detec-
tion performance. This performance is measured by com-
paring them against the ground truth of real links, which
makes the number of real links our independent variable.
Our definitions of the 2 dependent variables:

Anchor distance (AD) The distance between two anchor
texts that refer to the same destination node, or A
and A′, can be calculated. We define it as the func-
tion, which we call the “Anchor Distance” AD , which
is calculated as

AD(A,A′) = rindex (A′)− rindex (A), (2)

where rindex is a function that determines the index
of the last occurrence of a letter or the substring in
the whole file. A substring of a string T = t1 . . . tn is
a string T̂ that is a subset of T , or T̂ = ti+1 . . . tm+i

where 0 ≤ i and m+ i ≤ n.

Repeated candidate links (RCL) A link that has been
detected with our method is a link candidate, which
does not necessarily have to be a real link. A repeated
link candidate is a candidate link that occurs more
than once in a topic.

The AD is directly related to the concept of link density,
e.g. a greater AD means that the link density is less, while



a smaller AD show that the link density is greater. If a link
occurs only once in an article, then it means that the dis-
tance is 0. Table 1 shows that the majority of a collection
link occurs only once in an article, and that in one article the
same collection link appears up to 15 times. Table 4 gives
descriptive statistics over the 2 dependent variables over all
detected candidate links that are repeated in the orphaned
topics, and additional information about the article length is
given. We did not choose to make the article length a third
dependent variable, because it does not relate to individual
candidate links, but only topics as a whole. Moreover, arti-
cle length is implicitly connected with anchor distance and
repeated candidate links. One candidate link is linked in
the beginning and end of a file and has an extreme anchor
distance.
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Anchor distance Article length Link candidates
Mean 9,382.97 13,454.58 10.76
Std. 11,418.94 12,191.25 29.71
Min 59 951 2
Med. 5,195 8,634 3
Max. 58,241 58,984 544

Table 4: Statistics of anchor distances (char), article
lengths (char) and detected link candidates over the
90 orphaned topics.

3.2 Link Detection Method

3.2.1 Identification of related documents
We use the same method as outlined in [3], where we

used the Vector Space Model (VSM) to retrieve related doc-
uments (articles) by using the whole article as a query to
the index, where the index terms were stemmed using the
Porter Stemmer, but no stopwords were removed. Our vec-
tor space model is the default similarity measure in Apache
Lucene [12], i.e., for a collection D, document d, query q and
query term t:

sim(q, d) =P
t∈q

tf t,q ·idf t

normq
· tf t,d ·idf t

normd
· coordq,d · weight t , (3)

where

tf t,X =
p

freq(t,X)

idf t = 1 + log |D|
freq(t,D)

normq =
pP

t∈q tf t,q · idf t
2

normd =
p
|d|

coordq,d = |q∩d|
|q| .

We also assume that articles that link to each other are
somehow related textually. In [2] it is stated that the stronger
the similarity, the better the quality of the relation is be-
tween two nodes. We adopt a breadth m–depth n technique
for automatic text structuring for identifying candidate an-
chors and text node, i.e. a fixed n number of documents
accepted in response to a query and a fixed m number of
iterative searches. So the similarity on the document level
and text segment level is used as evidence.

It is reported in [3] that when using the Vector Space
Model, the best performance is achieved by retrieving the
top 300 results. We use the same threshold in these experi-
ments. This link detection experiment focuses only on out-
going links of the type collection <collectionlink>, which
consists of the bulk of the links in the INEX Wikipedia col-
lection. We do not allow a Wikipedia article to link to itself.

3.2.2 Identification of anchor texts
For our experiment, we only detect outgoing links by using

the structure of the documents. An outgoing link is a link
from an anchor text in the topic file to the Best Entry Point
of existing related articles, which in our case was always the
text-node of the /article[1]/name[1] element. There is an
outgoing link for topic t, when S1 ···n = T q···r , where S is
the title of a foster article, and T is a line in a orphan article.
We assume that the first occurence of an anchor text is also
a link. When there are multiple candidate anchors in a file,
we learn and apply our link density parameters.

We extract for each topic the title enclosed with the <name>
tag with a regular expression and store that in a hash-table
for substring matching. We apply case-folding, and remove
any existing disambiguation information put between brack-
ets behind the title, e.g. “What’s Love Got to Do with It
(film)” becomes the substring “What’s Love Got to Do with
It.” We only do exact string matching, and do no take into
account linguistic features such as morphological variations
between anchor terms or an other kind of normalization.

3.2.3 Priors
We compute and generate 2 prior plots, which are the

anchor distance prior in Figure 6(a) and the repeated link
candidates in Figure 6(b).3 Each of these plots has 10 bins,
where bin 1 consists of the bottom 10% of the anchor dis-
tances, bin 2 consists of the bottom 10-20 percent of the
anchor distances, etc. The same is true for repeated link
candidates, e.g. bin 10 in Figure 6(b) contains the top 10%
of most frequent repeated link candidates.

We see that the probability that a link is repeated is higher
when either the anchor distance is shorter, or the number of
repeated candidate links is smaller. This is remarkable, and
it may be due to an artifact of the topics, as we imagined
that when the anchor distance becomes bigger, then it would
become more probable that a link is repeated. We assumed

3We use here “prior probability” loosely. Since we are only
interested in the shape of the distribution, we do not trans-
form it into a probability distribution (which is in itself a
simple mathematical exercise).
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Figure 6: Priors partitioned in 10 bins.

the same for repeated candidate links. This requires more
thorough analysis.

We improve our link detection approach as described in
[3] by using the priors to make a Boolean choice: we ei-
ther link a repeated candidate link, or not. We apply them
on ‘orphaned’ topics, where all XML structure is removed,
including any markup of the wikilinks. We do substring
matching with the titles of the destination (target) articles
to identify the anchor texts. We store these titles in an
in-memory hash-table.

During the link detection procedure, we use the priors to
make boolean choices on whether to link an anchor term
that re-occurs in a topic given one of the 2 dependent vari-
ables as previously discussed, or P(repeated link | dependent
variable).

3.3 Baselines and runs
We outlined in the introduction that there are 2 opposite

approaches for dealing with link density: we can only link
each anchor once, or we can always link a detected anchor.
As we have pointed out before; both are not optimal. To
compare our runs we use 2 baselines that are based on both
polarities.

Baseline 1: “Link once” This baseline simulates the min-
imal link density. Each detected anchor is only made

once a link.

Baseline 2: “Always linking” This baseline simulates the
maximal link density. Each detected anchor is made a
link.

Moreover, we have the following 4 runs which are in-
between both baselines. These runs are based on the prior
plots. Since we have 2 dependent variables, we have 2 vari-
ants for each run.

Run 1 We match the 2 bins with the highest priors.

Run 2 We match the 6 bins with the highest priors.

4. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

4.1 Evaluation
Our method is evaluated on ‘cleaned’ topics, where the

collection link <collectionlink> markup has prior been re-
moved. The original topics with markup are used as qrels.
The official INEX Link-the-Wiki metrics only measure unique
links between Wikipedia articles and do not take into ac-
count link density and the detection of repeated links. Us-
ing these official metrics, we reported at INEX in [3] a Mean
Average Precision (MAP) value of 0.1825 and R-Prec value
of 0.2233. It means that when the LTW task would also take
into account link repetition and the issue of link density, we
would have achieved higher scores.

Our evaluation is restricted to the number of links that
are actually present in the un-orphaned pages, or A. Fur-
thermore, our research is focused on investigating the link
density in XML files, and not the accuracy of the actual
detected links. Therefore to check this effect, we also only
evaluate when we detected a link. Table 1 makes clear that
most of the links in the topics appear once, so a minority of
the links in the articles are actual repeated links.

We use the standard IR metrics for evaluating our meth-
ods. We use Precision P and Recall R. Precision is the
number of detected true positive links tp divided by the sum
of true positives and false positives fp, or all detected links
D.

P =
tp

tp+ fp
(4)

where

fp(D,A) =

(
D −A if D > A

0 otherwise
(5)

Recall is the number of true positive links divided by the
sum of true positives and false negatives fn.

R =
tp

tp+ fn
(6)

where

fn(D,A) =

(
A−D if D < A

0 otherwise
(7)

This evaluation means that when we underlink candidate
anchor terms, we hurt the recall, but when we overlink a
candidate term, then the precision drops. Finally, we use
the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall, the bal-
anced F-score F

F =
2 · (P ·R)

P +R
(8)



4.2 Results
The results are shown in Table 5. When we focus on the

performance of the baseline runs, we see that the baseline
runs perform relatively well. The main reason is that most of
the links in the topics occur once, but obviously this goes at
the expensive of the recall. Baseline 2 outperforms baseline
1 because a very high recall is achieved. This causes a slight
drop in the precision as compared with the 1st baseline.

When we look at our runs, we see that some of them
achieve higher precisions. A higher precision is more valued
in our evaluation, because it means that the links are prop-
erly placed in terms of frequency and density. Run 1 (RCL)
performs best overall, which indicates that the actual num-
ber of repeated candidate links is related to detect whether
a link should re-occur. We also improve the link detection
performance by taking into account the anchor distance in
Run 2 (AD).

Run Precision Recall F-Score
Baseline 1 0.8459 0.8043 0.8206
Baseline 2 0.7526 0.9967 0.8053
Run 1 (AD) 0.7635 0.8750 0.7790
Run 2 (AD) 0.8517 0.8126 0.8279
Run 1 (RCL) 0.8445 0.8286 0.8295
Run 2 (RCL) 0.8517 0.8126 0.8279

Table 5: Overal results for link detection.

In Table 6 we only present the top 8 detected links sorted
by anchor distance with the 2nd baseline run. This table
illustrates an interesting finding, which is the clear relation
between link detection and the topicality of documents. All
the detected candidate links are related to the topic “com-
munism”. We also see that we obviously overlink overwhelm-
ingly. Two out of the 8 detected link candidates are actually
false links when using the un-orphaned topics as ‘ground
truth’. However, when looking at the anchor terms, both
of them seem very plausible links. It makes clear that to
really determine whether a link is needed, user assessments
are required.

AD #Real RCL Topic Anchor
58,241 2 15 15641.xml russia
58,057 0 5 15641.xml communist party
57,912 3 6 15641.xml joseph stalin
57,143 2 3 15641.xml leon trotsky
56,862 2 3 15641.xml stalinism
56,212 2 9 15641.xml moscow
55,840 0 5 15641.xml cult of personality
51,018 2 34 15641.xml soviet union

Table 6: Zooming on 8 results with longest anchor
distance (AD) from baseline 2, where article length
is 58,984.

4.3 Discussion
A limitation of our experimental setup is that we do not

take into account the variable of “Intuitiveness.” According
to Wikipedia’s guidelines, piped links should be kept as in-
tuitive as possible. Piped links should not made “easter egg”
links, which require the reader to follow them before under-
standing what’s going on.

Our link detection method does not deal with violations
of these guidelines as we do exact substring matching, and
such violations are count as true positives in the automatic
evaluation, and subsequently these hurt the performance of
our method. Example 1 is used by Wikipedia as an instance
of such a link.

(1) ... and by mid-century the puns and sexual humor
were (with only a few [[Thomas Bowdler | ex-
ceptions]]) back in to stay.

The reference to “Thomas Bowdler” is not seen, unless
the reader clicks on it or hovers over the link. If there are
cases of such references, then the article should be explicitly
linked by using a “see also” as in Example 2, or rephrased as
in Example 3. In any case, the exact anchor terms should be
made clear explicitly. Using Wikipedia’s guidelines, noise in
the data, such as variants of the same terms should not occur
often, but dealing with such noise will certainly improve the
accuracy of link detection.

(2) ... and by mid-century the puns and sexual humor
were (with only a few exceptions; see [[Thomas
Bowdler]]) back in to stay.

(3) ... and by mid-century the puns and sexual humor
were back in to stay, [[Thomas Bowdler]] being
an exception.

Another limitation of our study is that we did not prop-
erly deal with overlapping anchors, which should be avoided
or parsed correctly. In the topic “Educational progressivism”
(10005.xml) we identify 2 links in the same substring “ed-
ucation reform”, namely (1) “education” and (2) “education
reform”. Example 4 shows these link candidate instances in
simplified XML form. A solution may be to always select
the longest substring.

(4) <link> <link> education </link> reform </link>

Finally, related to Example 4 is the issue of proper seg-
mentation of the anchor terms. If we only match substrings
that are separated with non-word boundaries, then we will
not find anchor terms like “Yahoo!”. That is why we do
plain substring matching, where the trade-off is generating
too many candidate anchor terms (and thus links).

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we described our work on predicting link

density in XML documents for automatic link-detection. We
raised 3 questions, and we address them here.

• Does link repetition occur, and how often?

In our analysis we showed that the same links do re-occur
in the same documents. A substantial subset of the number
of links are actual repeated links.

• How can we predict when to link in a XML document?

The main challenge in link detection is the detection of
anchor terms. To find relevant anchor terms, we first clus-
ter related documents using the Vector Space Model. Us-
ing the structure of XML documents, we extracted relevant
substrings in the <name> nodes of Wikipedia articles. We
assumed that a link should be created at the first instance.



To predict when a repeated link candidate should be actu-
ally made a link, we conducted a study with 2 variables.
There variables are the distance between 2 of the same an-
chor terms, and the total number of possible link candidates
in a file. We showed that both variables matter in dealing
with repeated links.

• Will link detection in XML documents improve by tak-
ing into account repetitions of links?

We gave an outline of our approaches for automatic link-
detection by taking into account some structure in the XML
documents and context with link density analysis. We com-
pared our runs with 2 baselines. The results are evaluated
with precision, recall and their weighted harmonic means.
Links are repeated in XML documents like Wikipedia arti-
cles, and there is also a user need for repeated links. Our
preliminary experiments showed that when we take into ac-
count repeated links in the ‘ground truth’, we can achieve
better link detection performance compared to the baselines
of ‘linking once’ and ‘link always’.

We presented our preliminary work on this subject. For
future work, we would like to conduct more studies with dif-
ferent samples of documents, and test it more thoroughly.
We also would like to apply and test our approaches with
users on real-world problems with other XML datasets, such
as linking archival finding aids, where we presented our con-
ceptual framework in [15]. Moreover, we will further im-
prove our method by making more use of the context of the
anchors of the hyperlinks. Detecting variants of the same
candidate anchor terms will also be investigated.
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